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FFSI PREPARES FOR VIRTUAL CONFERENCE THIS YEAR!!!
MESSAGE FROM FFSI CHAIRMAN—Our world remains in
turmoil with continuing high
Covid numbers, skyrocketing
freight rates, the devastating
forces of nature and conflict in
so many countries.

CHRIS WATERSON

It is a distressing fact of life
that world leaders have their
own selfish agendas and pay
no attention to the will of their
people resulting in the loss of
life and livelihoods of the innocent.

We are blessed to stand together as friends and colleagues in
FFSI.

MEMBERS’ NEWS
SOUTH AFRICA
CONTRACT FORWARDING
FIRST EVER LARGE BULK PROJECT
March 2022
brought with
it the arrival
of Contract
Forwarding’s
first ever large bulk project order from Tianjin China.

We remain unable to plan our next in-person meeting although our
deposit with the Hotel in Vietnam remains secure for when the
world finally opens up for safe and easy travel for all of us. I
would like to express my sincere appreciation to Christian and
Anthony who have spent a huge amount of time investigating various options for a virtual meeting, and am pleased to advise we
have finally found a good solution. It is intended that such a meeting will take place in late August/early September and will be
fully funded by FFSI. All you will need to do is ‘opt in’. In order to
accommodate our many time zones, the Virtual Conference will be
open for a period of 3 days and will be spearheaded by Christian with the support of Ada and Joy. Closer to the time, Christian
will be advising us of the procedure for participation and the final
dates of the meeting.
For now, I wish all members strength and determination in riding
out all of the storms we face, in the absolute belief that we WILL
soon meet together again to renew our friendships in person.
Representatives from our Johannesburg and Durban office were
fortunate enough to witness the offloading of this massive project
directly from the vessel onto the quay side, and were also present
when the first batch of pipes was loaded onto the first flatbed
vehicle for delivery to the site in Mpumalanga which was some
556 kms away from the bulk terminal in Durban.
The entire shipment was delivered in 28 truckloads and the delivery completed over 9 working days.

The shipment totalled just over 542 tons which was made up of
602 pieces that included a mix of both 12 meter and 9 meter
steel pipes as well as flanges that were imported to update infrastructure at one of the larger power plants for South Africa’s
electricity generating supplier.
On the 25th March 2022 the LS Ocean docked at the Durban
Maydon Warf bulk/abnormal terminal.
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MEMBERS’ NEWS
MALAYSIA
TRANSCARGO WORLDWIDE (M) SDN BHD

CHINA
CIMC ANDA SHUN INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS CO., LTD.

TRANSCARGO MALAYSIA LAUNCHES YG CHARTER FLIGHT
EX-MALAYSIA TO CHINA

CIMC ANDA SHUN RECEIVES AWARDS FROM AIRLINES

Transcargo Malaysia is
proud to launch charter
flight service utilizing
YTO Airlines (YG) from
Kuala Lumpur (KUL) to
Hangzhou (HGH) and beyond to other China domestic airports.
We are introducing 5 flights a week, for 1 year starting from
01st Apr 2022 till 31st Mar 2023, with aircraft type B757-200F
and payload 24 tons.
The aim to launch charter flight is to secure long-term capacity
from airlines rather than have to compete daily for limited air
cargo space, a situation magnified by reduced passenger airline
operations.
The charter flight will also guarantee reliable transport for customers in response to high export demand to China, tight aircraft
supply and severe ocean shipping disruptions.
We welcome all types of co-operation request and you can
reach us by email to yg@transcargo.com.my

Even under a hard market circumstances, CIMC ADS is still trying
to do more new things to improve ourselves, for better service to
our honorable clients and partners. By the first few days of May,
we got our new company website running www.adslogistics.com, but many new things for you to explore - new
structures, new webpage/layout, new functional modules, new
display of pictures, etc. More sufficient contents, clearer structure,
more new tools like online order, cargo tracking, HSCODE query,
Seaports/Airports query, Shipping company query, FBA warehouse address, Forwarding FAQ. And, it adds new language
checking of Spanish. Welcome to view our website and learn
more useful function that you need there. We have always in
viable position in Air freight forwarder in China. Every day, we
consol thousands of tons to worldwide airport.
We would like to share you that we gained 2 awards from Airline TK in March and from BR in April. CIMC Andashun International Logistics Co., Ltd. (Former name : Shenzhen International
Logistics Co., Ltd ) won "Best Sales Agent" award in Turkish Cargo
during 2020 and 2021. CIMC Anda Shun International Logistics
Co., Ltd. Chengdu Branch won " The Outstanding Freight Forwarder" Award at Eva Airline 2021.

More awards are coming. we will share with you. Any request via
China, welcome to approach CIMC Anda Shun and we will support you and make our clients satisfied with professional service.
Key Contact Person : venessa_zhao@ads-logistics.com.
Let us work together for increasing business together.
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MEMBERS’ NEWS
U.K.
EUROPA AIR & SEA LTD.
CUSTOMERS CORE TO EUROPA AIR & SEA SERVICES
Europa Air & Sea, part of the
pioneering logistics firm Europa
Worldwide Group, continues to
forge ahead with its plans to
deliver the very best customer
service to its diverse client base
with the creation of a new role
at its Birmingham site.
Europa Air & Sea has always
prided itself on going the extra
mile for its customers. Now, with
the promotion of Hajni Keri to
the new position of Seafreight
Customer Service Manager at
Europa’s Minworth site, the division is providing an additional
point of contact to help customers with all their logistics needs.
Hajni’s promotion from Import Seafreight Operator also marks the
company’s commitment nurture talent from within, from across all
staff groups and backgrounds. Those with a proven track record
in the business are always encouraged to progress, moving up the
ladder to fulfil their own career aspirations. Hajni is the perfect
candidate for the post and will be located at the Prologis Park
site on Midpoint Way. She has worked for Europa for seven years
and within the wider transport and logistics sector for 10.
According to the Institute of Customer Service, understanding
evolving customer needs following the pandemic, will be crucial
for companies throughout 2022 as they seek to minimise supply
chain disruptions and retain their market share. Their forecasts
indicate that customers are looking for a more nuanced understanding of their interaction preferences, with many still preferring
greater human input, rather than a purely digital approach. It is
for this reason that Europa’s Air & Sea team identified the need
for this new Customer Service Manager role. The division is focused on ensuring all customers continue to receive a tailored and
personal service, underpinned by the very best technology; something that has been prioritised in its ambitious growth plans.
Commenting on her appointment, Hajni said: “Europa is a forward
-thinking company that places the emphasis on delivering a fantastic service for its customers. This is what sets the business apart
from its competitors. Retaining and growing our loyal client base
is a top priority for Air & Sea, and I’m delighted to be able to
play a pivotal part in this process.” Europa Air & Sea launched as
a separate division in 2015 and has become increasingly successful over time. This reflects the fact that sea ports and air cargo
remain essential to the UK economy, despite recent Covid lockdown challenges.
The former mode transports around 95 per cent of all import and
export tonnage from British shores, whilst the latter accounts for
12 per cent of average domestic airline revenues. Globally,
airfreight volumes continue to increase, reaching 66.2m metric tons
in 2021, with further rises predicted because of the continued
switch to e-commerce.

Europa Air and Sea’s footprint overseas has also expanded, with
the division having had a presence in Hong Kong since 2011 and
more recently in Shanghai, with the opening of a new office in the
city at the start of 2022.
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DUO TAKE OFF AT EUROPA AIR & SEA
Following a strong start to the year Europa Air & Sea is maintaining growth plans with the appointment of its first two Territory
Sales Managers. Europa Air & Sea is a division of Europa
Worldwide Group one of the fastest growing privately-owned
transport and logistics operators. Since launching as a separate
division in 2015, Europa Air & Sea has gone from strength to
strength.
Currently the division is located at various sites across the UK,
plus Europa Air & Sea has also had a presence in Hong Kong
since 2011. At the start of 2022 Europa Air & Sea opened a
new office in Shanghai – expanding its footprint into mainland
China.
Jasraj (Jas) Singh
and Tom Macdonald who both
joined Europa Air
& Sea four years
ago as Business
Development
Managers have
both been promoted to two new
roles
Territory
Sales Manager.
Both have extensive experience in air and seafreight with leading brands TNT
and UPS and are now responsible for supporting Europa’s growing sales team. Europa Air & Sea has developed and invested in
centralising its Air services in Heathrow and its Sea services in
Birmingham. The over the past two years the division has embed
at least one Air & Sea Business Development Manager at each of
Europa Group’s 13 branches throughout the UK, which is currently
being expanded with a further three sites set to open in May.
Continue on page 4
In response to the pandemic, which continues to see the market
evolve and change, Europa Air & Sea has, over the past two
years, centralised its Air services in Heathrow and Sea services in
Birmingham. The division has also embedded at least one Air &
Sea Business Development Manager at each of Europa Group’s
13 branches throughout the UK, which is currently being expanded
with a further three sites set to open in May. Scott Powell,
Seafreight Operations Manager - to whom Hajni reports - explained: “As one of the fastest growing, privately owned
transport and logistics operators, we pride ourselves on understanding the needs of every customer to support their supply chain
activity in the most effective way. Hajni is a fantastic asset to our
division, because she understands the finer details of the design
and execution of the customer journey.”
Angus Hind, Europa Air &
Sea Director, added: “This
new role will cement the
internal structural links
across to our growing Business Development Manager (BDM) team, ensuring
we can fulfil our growth
ambitions in the post pandemic recovery period
and continue to set the pace in the market.” Europa Worldwide
Group, with sites in the UK, Hong Kong, Shanghai, and Belgium,
has four divisions – Road, Air & Sea, Warehouse and Continental
Cargo Carriers. The firm has featured in The Sunday Times Top
Track 250 for the third time and employs over 1,300 staff.
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MEMBERS’ NEWS
CHINA
WEIDA FREIGHT SYSTEM CO., LTD.
WEIDA FREIGHT: CEIV PHARMA CERTIFIED

“CEIV Pharma” stands for Center of Excellence of Independent
Validators for Pharmaceutical Logistics, the certification procedure
is organized by IATA as the most professional and respected
airfreight association. The forwarder that are able to receive CEIV
Pharma certificate authorized by IATA, are often leaders in the
logisitcs business. Acting as logistics service provider for SINOVAC,
WFS/BJS has been handling airfreight cargo like since the end of
2020. At the same time, both companies, WFS/SHA and WFS/
BJS, started to apply for IATA CEIV Pharma certification following
four steps procedure for award and one more step for Re-Audit.
The first step of the procedure is finishing the IATA training course

The next step is validation. In order to be validated, one must accomplish the improvement of around 80 major findings and 40
minor findings mentioned in the 60 pages long assessment report
before the deadline. The third step is the most crucial step in order
to be awarded. The schedule is tight and the working load is
heavy. Our conscientious Weida team worked hard and successfully passed the validation process. The time for passing the validation is January for Beijing and April for Shanghai in 2022.

for Temperature Controlled Airfreight, which took place in January, 2021. There are at least four persons from each office required to take and to pass the training course. Two key persons
are required to finish a five-days course, which teaches Audit,
Quality and Risk Management. And two competent persons are
required to finish a three-days course on Operations. The certification sample of Southgate Yuan is shown as follows.

Having attained the CEIV PHARMA certificate, Weida Freight is
fully prepared to dedicate itself to the pharmaceuticals cool-chain
business promotion, which is currently the fastest growing market
segment in the air cargo industry. Weida Freight with its experience and excellent practice in the logistics business, is now more
able than ever to provide a much more comprehensive solution to
our customers and to bring greater value to the FFSI.

The second step is to be prepared for the assessment. Based on
the ISO9001:2015 quality management system, we need to work
out various policies, manuals, SOPs, work Instructions, forms, quality
reports, maintenance, meeting records, contracts, SLAs(service level
agreement), JD(job descriptions), training records, KPI and so on
and so forth. Apart from the usual management factors, the assessment procedure demands one to take greater factors into consideration. Such factors include risk assessment, suppliers management(truckers, warehouses, airlines, ground handling agents), CAPA
(corrective action & preventive action) and change control. All factors mentioned can refer to the IATA CEIV Pharma Logistics Audit
Checklist, which encompasses around 350 questions. The result of
the assessment will come in as the form of a detailed report.
WFS/SHA and WFS/BJS finished the assessment in June, 2021.

...Continuation on Europa
It is a dynamic market; the global volume of airfreight continues to
increase rapidly with freight volumes reaching 66.2 million metric
tons in 2021. It has been reported that the Covid-19 pandemic is
believed to have speeded up the global transition to e-commerce
(by as many as five years, according to IBM) and thereby increased the volume of goods requiring transportation. Despite
recent challenges and localized lock down in the far east affecting
both air and seafreight demand continues to increase. Miles
O’Donnell, Europa Air & Sea National Sales Manager comments;
“We’re delighted to recognise the abilities of both Jas and Tom
with their promotions to these new important roles, which are much
needed as we continue to grow our air and sea services across the
UK. Both are hugely talented individuals who demonstrate huge
potential, and we’d like to congratulate them on their new roles.”
Europa has a track record of nurturing talent and recruiting from
within its team. Europa Worldwide Group, with sites in the UK,
Hong Kong, and Belgium, has four divisions – Road, Air & Sea,
Warehouse and Continental Cargo Carriers and featured in The
Sunday Times Top Track 250 for the third time and employs over
1300 across the UK and Hong Kong.
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MEMBERS’ NEWS
POLAND
SPEDMAN GLOBAL LOGISTICS SP. Z.O.O.

JORDAN
MAJLAN INT. CARGO SERVICES

SPEDMAN GLOBAL LOGISTICS DISCUSSES STRATEGY IN
GDYNIA

MAJLAN EXPANDS BUSINESS

Throughout the pandemic
Spedman Global Logistics, the
door-to-door forwarder with
offices across the Nordics,
Baltics, Central Eastern Europe,
and Western Balkans, has grown in numbers and size. 2021 was
the best year in the company’s history to date. Two new offices, in
Slovenia and Croatia, were opened, and Hungary is the next to
open in June. And all this happened with most of the managers
meeting only remotely. So, it is not surprising that once the travel
restrictions were lifted, a group management meeting was called
in Gdynia, Poland.

In step to grow up and extend
our business, kindly note that
Majlan Group have moved to
our own new complex Majlan
Commercial Complex. Which
make all companies of Majlan
Group in the same building
which improve work efficiency.

Its our pleasure to announce that we grow up our business and
add a new company to our other companies under our group
umbrella “ Majlan Gate for International Agencies “. Majlan
Gate specialized in International agencies which will add value
to our group and extend our business.
We last saw each other face to face as a group in late 2019, just
before the pandemic. Over that period a lot has changed. We
opened 2 new offices, achieved record results, and some new people came on board. The goal of our two-day strategy meeting in
Gdynia was to align the sales and marketing strategies of all our
offices, and, even more importantly, to exchange ideas and on
how to do better business – says Maciej Wojniusz, Chief Commercial Offices of Spedman’s mother company, USS United Shipping
Services.
As the business the Group does with agents constitutes a significant
portion of its turnover, working with agents across the world was
naturally a key part of the discussions.

The core advantages we offer to agents, remain unchanged – we
are experienced experts in shipping to and from the Nordics, Baltics, Central Eastern Europe, and Western Balkans, and we are
always there to pick up the phone. This element of personal connection and individual approach is what sets Spedman Global
Logistics apart from others. To us no customer or agent is a number
in a CRM. Over these two days here in Gdynia we had a lot of
constructive discussions, sharing experiences and best practices that
will help us work even better with agent partners – Spedman’s
Group Director, Flemming Jacobsen, summarised.

The pandemic has changed forwarding forever. The core principals are the same, but today you need to be even more flexible,
agile, and forward-thinking than before.
In times as volatile as today trust is a currency. We devoted a lot
of our discussions to how we can be even better partners to
agents, and what we can do to develop trust and mutual understanding. Speed, transparency, and thinking beyond just a quote
are the elements we listed as the ones we want to focus on in the
coming months. This is also where agent networks come into play.
It is easier to break the ice and start a cooperation with someone
who you know is a member of an organisation that has shared
values. I am going back to [country] with a lot of constructive ideas I will start
putting to work
with my team
right away –
Jaroslav Hruska,
Spedman Global
Logistics Managing Director in
Czech Republic
commented.
After two days of hard work seasoned with some well-deserved
fun, we concluded that agents would remain one of the 3 key
categories for Spedman Global Logistics. We will take a more
structured approach to working with them to achieve better efficiency and do more profitable business for our partners and us.
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MEMBERS’ NEWS
INDIA
WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OUR FORAY INTO E-COMMERCE LOGISTICS
WWL Centre for Logistics Excellence
had ventured into a new Vertical i.e.,
E-commerce logistics, with support
from Arvind Fashion Ltd during December 2019 from Bangalore and
Delhi / Gurgaon locations. Within a
short time, the infrastructure was built
in both locations and professional
team was positioned to cater the ecom needs. This experience also gave
us confidence for going ahead with a
bigger set up and larger business model in 2022.
Besides its 10,000 sq.ft e-com warehouse facility with infra at
Gurgaon, from November 2020, WWL has entered in a big way
into E-Commerce warehousing supporting online sales of B2B and
B2C Channels with an End to End support for various industries.
We have set up a 85,000 sq.ft warehouse with modern infrastructure and IT facilities in Bangalore with 1.5 million inventory storage
capacity.
The International brands supposed for E-Com business are for
Arvind (US Polo, Arrow, Flying Machine, Aeropostale, Tommy Hilfiger, Calvin Klein, Sephora & NNNOW). Indian brands like Indian Terrain, Global Bees are also supported.
We have a manpower of 130 staff working in general shifts with
24X7 security maintained by WWL. Warehouse Management
System to simplify and manage the inventory accuracy of 99.9%
Right from Inwarding, Putaway and Dispatch. We also have high
speed internet facility of 100 mbps with additional back up line
with all IT assets.
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WWL SHIFTS TO NEW CORPORATE OFFICE
We are happy to
inform you all that,
with a view to
cater to the everexpanding business opportunities
and to harness our
manpower
and
technology
requirements, WWL
Group has shifted
to a new Corporate Office at
Chennai.
This 11,000 sq.ft
facility is located
at the CBD area,
which also houses
many global Tech
companies
and
connected widely
to the nerve centre of the city, at a close distance to Airport and
easy access to the Port also.
The WWL Tower is of G+5 structure with latest state of the art
technologies. It can accommodate about 160 workspaces besides
having 8 Discussion rooms, 2 Conference rooms, Pantry, staff Gym,
etc. The entire team has shifted to the new building from 3rd May
2022 and started operations from there.
We are sure this squeaky new and posh workspace will increase
our productivity and enhance the work life balance in the days to
come.
We welcome you all to the new Corporate Office of WWL Group,
when you have an opportunity to travel to this part of the world.

For more details please contact:
Worldwide Logistics (India) Private Limited,
No. C-10, 3rd Cross Street, Thiru Vi Ka Industrial Estate, Guindy,
Chennai 600 032, India
Tel. (+91) 44 2232 8888
Email: info@go2wwl.in
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE REPORTS 2021
MEMBERS WITH COMPLETE SUBMISSION
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Germany
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
India
India
Indonesia
Indonesia
Japan
Japan
Latvia
Lithuania
Malaysia
Malaysia
Mauritius
Morocco
Netherlands
Netherlands
Norway
Pakistan
Philippines
Poland
Poland
Russia
Singapore
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
Turkey
United Kingdom
U. S. A.
U. S. A.

INTERRNATIONAL CARGO SOLUTIONS
SPEDMAN GLOBAL LOGISTICS GMBH
STAR FREIGHT NV/SA
ELOTRANS TRANSPORTES INTERNACIONAIS LTDA.
AIR GOAL INTERNATIONAL FORWARDERS LTD.
WEIDA FREIGHT SYSTEM CO., LTD.
SPEDMAN CZECH REPUBLIC
SPEDMAN GLOBAL LOGISTICS A/S
SPEDMAN UAB
SPEDMAN GLOBAL LOGISTICS OY
VELOGIC
GATEWAY CARGO SYSTEMS GMBH
M&M AIR SEA CARGO GMBH
FLYNT WORLDWIDE LTD.
MULTI-GOLD AIR & SEA EXPRESS LTD.
AVVASHYA CCI LOGISTICS PVT LTD. (ACCI)
WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS (INDIA) PVT LTD.
PT. CJ LOGISTICS INDONESIA
4EVER TRANSINDO
SILK EXPRESS FREIGHT JAPAN LTD.
TOWA AIR TRANSPORT SYSTEM LTD.
SPEDMAN UAB
SPEDMAN UAB
PROFESSIONAL FREIGHT SYSTEMS (M) SDN BHD
TRANSCARGO WORLDWIDE (M) SDN BHD
VELOGIC
M&M MILITZER & MUNCH MAROC SA
CARGO HOLLAND BV
VCK LOGISTICS AIRFREIGHT
SPEDMAN GLOBAL LOGISTICS AS
EXCEL FREIGHT SYSTEMS (PVT) LTD.
ASIA OVERSEAS TRANSPORT CO., INC.
M&M AIR SEA CARGO S.A.
SPEDMAN GLOBAL LOGISTICS SP Z.O.O.
ALBACOR SHIPPING
UNION AIR FREIGHT (S) PTE. LTD.
CONTRACT FORWARDING
NESURA EXPRESS CO., LTD.
TRANSPORTES Y NAVEGACION RAMIREZ HERMANOS, SA
SPEDMAN GLOBAL LOGISTICS AB
LAMPRECHT TRANSPORT LTD.
FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS (TAIWAN) LTD.
FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS (THAILAND) CO., LTD.
TALOS DEN. TAS. TAN. ORG. VE DIS TIC. LTD. STI
TRANSORIENT INTERNATIONAL FORWARDING INC.
EUROPA AIR & SEA LTD.
AIRWAVES GLOBAL LOGISTICS
AIR SEA FORWARDERS INC.
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“TOGETHER, WE CAN MAKE IT BETTER”

FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS—HONG KONG
Address : Unit 1318 13/F, Block B

Regent Center, 70 Ta Chuen Ping St.
Kwai Chung, N. T., Hong Kong
Telephone : (852) 26276026
Fax
: (852) 23558715
Contact : Francis Ng, Chief Finance Officer
(Mobile: (852) 9482 4625)
E-mail
: fng@ffsintl.net
Contact : Ada Lai, Administrator
Email
: alai@ffsintl.net

NETWORK SERVICES OFFICE—PHILIPPINES
Address : Feta Freight Systems International
P.O. Box No. 208
Las Piñas Central Post Office
1740 Las Piñas City
Telephone : (63) 2 8 4040003
Contact : Joy Mortel, Administrator
Email
: jmortel@ffsintl.net

CHAIRMAN’S OFFICE—SOUTH AFRICA
Address : 49 Director Road
P.O. Box 2592
Kempton Park 1620, South Africa
Telephone : (27) 113922002
Contact : Chris Waterson, Chairman
E-mail
: chris@ffsintl.net

FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL (FFSI ) is a global network of freight forwarding companies rendering the full spectrum of transport services including multimodal, logistics and other specialised cargo handling related activities.
FETA was organised in 1982 by a group of Far East Asia-based freight forwarders with
the objective of seeking reliable, aggressive and locally managed companies to form a
strong strategic global network of alliances. In 1989, a core of FETA members incorporated FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Its objective is to form strong strategic alliances with prospective parties in potential
countries trading under a unique name called FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS. They will cater to
the challenges of a globalising industry by offering the highest level of international
freight forwarding and logistics services to the customers.
Any qualified forwarder who wants to develop and expand their network can be part
of FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL

We’re on the web:
www.ffsintl.net

FFSI CODE OF ETHICS
1.

MAINTAIN HONESTY, INTEGRITY AND CONSISTENCY.

2.

COMPLETE TASKS AND OBJECTIVES ON TIME AND KEEP TO YOUR PROMISES .

3.

REACH DECISIONS AFTER EFFECTIVE OPEN COMMUNICATION, LISTENING & CONSULTATION.

4.

UNDERSTAND, TOLERATE AND RESPECT CULTURAL, RELIGIOUS AND OTHER DIFFERENCES.

5.

ADD VALUE TO ALL YOUR PARTNERS.

6.

PROMOTE A STRONG TEAM SPIRIT.

7. LEARN FROM MISTAKES.
8.

BE INNOVATIVE AND CREATIVE; TAKE THE INITIATIVE.

9.

CELEBRATE SUCCESS.

10. TO DISPLAY, EXPLAIN AND ENDORSE THIS CODE OF ETHICS TO ALL COMPANY STAFF.

